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taying Sharp
And Focused
Command-LeveL exercises 2013

The RSAF regularly conducts various local exercises to hone its airmen’s skills and competencies.
Through realistic scenarios, the participants’ skills and responsiveness are put to the test. Three
such Command-level exercises were held between Jan and Feb 13.

The Air Combat Command (ACC) conducted an exercise
involving all local ﬁghter SQNs from 28 Jan to 1 Feb 13.
Focusing on basic weaponry skills as well as tactical and
logistical excellence, the exercise allowed participating
aircrew to demonstrate their proﬁciency as individuals
and as a team. Apart from creating a competitive
atmosphere to spur all participating ACC personnel on
to greater heights, it also aimed to foster camaraderie
within participating SQNs.

144 SQN, which operates the F-5 S/T ﬁghter aircraft, won
the Best Weapon Load Crew award. SSG (NS) William
Tan was part of the SQN’s team, which was the fastest
to accomplish their assigned tasks during the exercise.
Speaking on the reasons behind his team’s success, he
shared, “I am glad that our long hours of practice together
paid off. We had to re-organise our schedules to train as
a team for this exercise but we are all very proud that our
efforts came to fruition.”

A total of 20 pilots, eight Weapon Systems Ofﬁcers
(WSOs), ﬁve Controllers and 97 ground crew, comprising
active servicemen and Operationally Ready National
Servicemen (NSmen), were involved in the exercise.
They competed for eight individual awards, seven team
awards and the coveted Best Overall SQN award.

He added, “Taking part as an NSman has been very
challenging in terms of time management, but I am
heartened that the RSAF recognises that NSmen can still
contribute greatly to the Air Force.”
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After an intense competition, 149 SQN, which operates
the F-15SG ﬁghter aircraft, eventually clinched the
Best Overall SQN award. LTC David Lim, CO 149 SQN,
commented on the SQN’s victory, “This award means
a lot to us in 149 SQN. Having recently operationalised
our capabilities, winning the award validated our SQN’s
professionalism and skills. This award also belongs
to all the airmen and women in 149 SQN. Throughout
the exercise, we always rose to the challenge and our
dedication, as well as diligence, paid off.”

UAV pilots performing a mission on a
simulator ▼

This year’s Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Command
(UC) exercise, conducted from 21 Jan to 1 Feb 13,
saw the inaugural participation of the RSAF’s newlyacquired Heron 1 UAV. Involving three UAV SQNs as well
as one Air Engineering and Logistics SQN, the exercise
tested individuals and teams in their proﬁciency at
accomplishing the mission objectives. It also consisted
of live and simulated events, as well as quizzes to test
the participants’ knowledge on procedures within their
respective ﬁelds.
A total of 30 teams, comprising 103 active personnel
and 21 NSmen, competed for 10 awards in four broad
categories – Individual (Operations), Team (Operations),
Team (Logistics), and Team (Receive Only Station).
Proud of his SQN clinching the Best Overall SQN award,
LTC Augustine Tan, CO 119 SQN, shared, “Having only
begun our Heron 1 operations less than nine months
ago, the feeling of winning this award is fantastic. It fully
reﬂects the quality of our people and the amount of work
they have put in. This common experience also bonded
our SQN more tightly and our victory has afﬁrmed that
the SQN is on the right path.”

▲ Air Force Engineers
maintaining the Heron 1 UAV
during the UC exercise
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The Air Power Generation Command (APGC) exercise was
conducted concurrently at all RSAF air bases between
23 Jan to 6 Feb 13. Altogether, 487 participants, with
44 percent of them being NSmen, were involved in the
exercise. It covered ﬁve broad aspects of air power
generation – Launch and Recovery, Aircraft Generation,
Platform Operability, Ground Logistics, and Force
Protection. Paya Lebar Air Base (PLAB) emerged as the
overall winner in this exercise and won the Best Air Base
award.

▲ Mr Chan Chun Sing and Dr Maliki interacting with APGC personnel
involved in the exercise

On 1 Feb 13, Senior Minister of State for Defence, Mr
Chan Chun Sing, and Senior Parliamentary Secretary for
Defence, Dr Mohamed Maliki Bin Osman, visited PLAB
to view the conduct of the exercise and interact with
participants. During the visit, they also thanked the RSAF
airmen and women for their contributions to the defence of
Singapore.
“This exercise served as an opportunity for personnel
from various air bases and SQNs to showcase their skills
and pit themselves against one another. This allowed
them to set higher benchmarks amongst themselves
and made it possible for the RSAF to achieve a higher level
of operational effectiveness,” COL Foo Yang Ge, COMD
PLAB, shared on the value of this exercise.

▲ Participants from APGC conducting the pipe repair challenge

He then went on to praise the efforts of the participating
airmen and women from PLAB, “We are all very proud to
have won the Best Air Base award. I am very glad to see
the active servicemen and NSmen put in their heart and
soul as a team to come out tops in the exercise.”
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COMBINED CLOSING CEREMONY
All three exercises concluded on 6 Feb 13 and a
Combined Closing Ceremony was held at PLAB to mark
the occasion. Guest-of-Honour, then-CAF, MG Ng Chee
Meng, ofﬁciated the event and presented the awards to
the winning recipients and SQNs.

in order to enhance the robustness of RSAF operations.
Another objective which we had for the exercises was
to shape the operational mindsets of our airmen and to
keep them mentally prepared to execute their missions in
realistic and operational conditions.”

LTC Randy Ong, COMD Changi Air Base (Cvg) and
Organising Chairman for the Combined Operational
Commands’ Awards Presentation, commented, “These
exercises saw the participants put innovation into action

He continued, “I was heartened to witness these aspects
being displayed by our active personnel and NSmen on
so many occasions.”

▲ RSAF personnel cheering upon the completion of the exercises

▲ MG Ng with personnel from 119 SQN, which won the won the Best
SQN award for the UC exercise
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TRIBUTE
TO
MG NG CHEE MENG
A

Having dedicated 27 years of his life to the RSAF,
MG Ng contributed greatly to its development. Most
significantly, he brought the RSAF into the 2nd Spiral of its
3rd Generation Transformation. MG Ng now takes on a
different role as CDF in his service to Singapore. Air Force
News looks back at MG Ng’s achievements.

How it all began...

“
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Ever since he was a little boy,
his dream was to be a ﬁghter pilot.

This quote from Mrs Michelle Ng, MG Ng’s wife of 18 years,
aptly sums up the drive and passion which he has had since
young. As a student, MG Ng was already actively pursuing
his dream; he joined the Junior Flying Club in 1985 before
eventually signing on with the RSAF as a pilot. Even as a
trainee, MG Ng had garnered the respect of his instructors
and peers alike. To them, he was destined to be a ﬁghter
pilot. In addition, they all knew that he would go on to be one
of the very best.
MAJ Ravi Chandran, MG Ng’s long-time friend of almost
30 years, fondly recalled, “Our paths crossed in 1985 at
the Junior Flying Club’s 37th PPL Course. He stood out
amongst us from day one as he frequently queried the
instructors’ explanations and occasionally corrected their
theories. He had the drive, the thirst, and the passion to
excel in everything he wanted to do and, back then, we saw
a leader in the making.”

”

▲ MG Ng and MAJ Chandran with their class of Junior Flying Club
members

In 1987, MG Ng made headlines as one of the ﬁrst
Singaporeans to be accepted into the United States Air
Force Academy (USAFA) shortly after his enlistment.
Together with COL Chng Boon Kai, now Dy Head Air
Operations (C4), MG Ng spent four testing years in the
academy honing his aviation knowledge and skills under
an intense discipline regiment - circumstances which the
then 19-year-old MG Ng took in his stride.
“I still vividly remember his parents assuring my parents
before we embarked on our four year journey in the US,”
said COL Chng, reminiscing the times they shared in the
USAFA. “25 years on, he is still assuring us through his
strong leadership and care for everyone in the RSAF.”

▲ MG Ng with his parents on his day of enlistment

An ofﬁcer, a pilot
In 1989, MG Ng began his training as a ﬁghter pilot at Vance Air Base in the United States . With his talent and abilities, he
quickly rose through the ranks and was appointed CO 144 SQN in 2000.
Despite that being his ﬁrst key leadership role in the RSAF, MG Ng was instrumental in leading the SQN to greater
heights. He also endeared himself to his men and is remembered by them as a capable, pragmatic leader.

▲ MG Ng and Mrs Ng during his Fini-Flight as CAF
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The RSAF and RMAF sharing a bonding moment at the Singapore Airshow in 2012▼

The Indonesian Air Force (TNI AU) was one of the many air forces with which MG Ng fostered stronger defence ties▲

LTC Ng Boo Han, who was a junior pilot back then, shared,
“He instilled a change in our SQN’s culture and it brought
about improved ﬂying standards on top of forging us into a
cohesive ﬁghting unit. His maxim, ‘Ofﬁcer ﬁrst, Pilot second’,
has left a lasting impression on the pilots of 144 SQN.“

On top of that, two C-130s and one KC-135R aircraft were
sent to New Zealand in Feb 2011 to assist the Christchurch
earthquake relief efforts. These deployments demonstrated
the RSAF’s high state of operational readiness and served to
expand Singapore’s policy space.

In the years that followed, MG Ng continued to leave lasting
impressions on the men and women under his charge when
he served as Head Air Plans (HAP), COMD Changi Air Base
(CAB), Head Joint Operations, Director Joint Operations, as
well as Dy CAF, prior to assuming the post of CAF on 10 Dec
09.

Strengthening defence relations

As CAF, MG Ng’s leadership and vision, which spanned
across operations as well as capabilities and people
development, have successfully brought the RSAF from
the 1st spiral into the 2nd spiral of its 3rd Generation
transformation.
Helming overseas operations
During the 40 months under his charge, the RSAF
deployed an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Task Group to
Afghanistan to augment the International Security Assistance
Force’s surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities in
Uruzgan. A Fokker-50 Maritime Patrol Aircraft was also
deployed alongside S-70B and Super Puma helicopters to
the Gulf of Aden to support international anti-piracy
operations.

In the area of defence relations, MG Ng has a deep
understanding of how important it is for Singapore to
have good friends. He forged closer working relations
between the RSAF and air forces around the world,
while paying great attention to detail when hosting and
interacting with his foreign counterparts. During his
tenure, the RSAF also deployed assets to participate
in air shows in Australia, Brunei, France, Malaysia, and
Thailand.
Spearheading new capabilities
“He was instrumental in helping to shape the future of the Air
Force,” said former CAF, MG (RET) Lim Kim Choon, recalling
when MG Ng was HAP. “For me, his most memorable
contribution was in deciding on the platform for the Next
Generation Fighter, as it was known. It was a complex project
with many issues to look into. Chee Meng steered the project
team skillfully and tactfully while showing great intellectual
leadership and courage. The result was the acquisition
of the F-15SG ﬁghter aircraft which, as CAF, he has now
operationalised.”
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Inauguration of the F-15SG ﬁghter aircraft

Inauguration of the Heron 1 UAV

Under MG Ng’s leadership and guidance, the RSAF operationalised both
air and ground capabilities, such as the F-15SG ﬁghter aircraft, the G550
Airborne Early Warning (AEW) aircraft, the S-70B naval helicopter, the
Heron 1 UAV, and the Surface-to-air PYthon-5 and DERby (SPYDER)
Ground-Based Air Defence system to sharpen the RSAF’s war-ﬁghting
edge. MG Ng also oversaw the delivery of the M-346 advanced jet
trainer, which is a key part of the RSAF’s ﬂying training transformation.
A “People’s Leader”

The G550-AEW achieving Full Operational Capability status

Furthermore, MG Ng recognised the importance of people development
and the need to create an environment in which airmen can thrive. Under
his sturdy leadership, the RSAF built a strong culture of high standards,
safety, innovation, and people-centricity - key values for the Air Force to
forge ahead in the next bound of the RSAF’s development.
“MG Ng believes in people. He believes in tough training and holding
people to high professional standards so that he can fully empower them
when appointed to positions of responsibility,” said CPT John Samuel,
who served as MG Ng’s Staff Assistant. “At the same time, he has a
compassionate and generous side to his personality.”
During his time as CAF, MG Ng visited more than 40 RSAF units. In
addition to getting updates on the units’ operations and developments,
MG Ng held engagement sessions to listen to the airmen as well as to
address their queries and concerns. These bear great testament to
MG Ng’s legacy as a leader who genuinely cares for his men, and a role
model who continually inspires all those around him.

MG Ng visiting 3 DA Bn in May 2012
The RSAF Charity Drive in 2012

MG Ng’s care and concern for his people have long been evident. This
sentiment is one shared by every RSAF personnel who has served
under MG Ng. MWO (RET) Rama Reddy, former Command Chief of CAB,
shared, “MG Ng makes the effort to connect with the soldiers on the
ground. The importance he places on his men was not just in words, but
in actions too.”
With his foresight and leadership, MG Ng has enhanced the RSAF’s
reputation as a First Class Air Force made of World Class People. Above
all, his qualities as a person and impact made as a leader have certainly
inspired every airman in the RSAF.
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“

Dear Chee Meng, on behalf of the RSAF, our deepest thanks
for your sterling leadership of the Air Force. You have motivated,
encouraged, inspired, and led from the front. Under your
leadership, the RSAF has strengthened its foundation, and
scaled greater heights. We wish you the very best for your future
endeavours.
BG Hoo Cher Mou
CAF

”

“

CAF led by passion, not position. He guided by integrity and uprightness to
do the right things. He has a good sense of matters arising, knows the way,
goes the way and shows the way. He inspires us to dream more, know more,
do more and be more. Like it or not, it’s irrefutably well done. Thanks for
your sterling leadership.

”

BG Lim Yeong Kiat
COS-AS

“

Camel, I thought you were good then, I am certain now.

”

LTC (RET) John Tan
Former CO 144 SQN

“

MG Ng Chee Meng had already shown great leadership even
when I ﬁrst knew him during our pilot training in 1992. He holds
great pride in being a ﬁghter pilot and constantly demands a
very high level of professionalism from himself and others who
have worked for him... He values the friendships he has forged
over the years in the RSAF and would often take the time to
meet up with his friends despite his busy schedule.

”

LTC Shawn Yew
CO Trials SQN, Flight Test Centre

“

MG Ng genuinely appreciates the experience and hard work put
in by people on the ground. No issue is deemed unimportant,
especially if it concerns his people. We have a Chief who holds
his people close to his heart. In his eyes, everyone counts!

”

ME5 Koh Yong Meng
Air Force Command Chief

“
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Your steadfast care for the people in the RSAF has been an
inspiration to all of us in HR. Your legacy is a reminder that
excellence and righteousness are goals that we all can achieve.
May you continue to be the beacon that shows us the way.

”

COL Chee Wai Mun
HAM

“

“

Sir, among all the CAFs that I have worked
with since I joined the RSAF, I think you
are the one who place the most emphasis on
our technical workforce. On behalf of the AELO
community, I would like to express my sincere
appreciation for your leadership, care, guidance
and direction.
ME8 Lee Ling Wee
HAEL

I ﬁrst met Chee Meng when he, together with two of his course mates,
joined 144 SQN to obtain their operational rating as ﬁghter pilots,
operating the F5. As a young pilot, he was focused on getting the task
done and was always eager to learn from the senior pilots, particularly
the little tricks on how to get the best out of the aircraft. This was an
important aspect so that he could always utilise this tacit knowledge to
gain the upper hand in any air combat duel.
COL (VOL) Kevin Teoh (right)
Former HAFI

”

”

“

I have seen MG Ng serve with a deep sense of
passion and conviction, many a times working beyond
his limits to do the right things for the Air Force, so as to
lay the correct foundations for our continued success
well beyond his watch. Above all, what has been
truly heartening to see is that CAF, beneath that nononsense demeanour when it come to professional
issues, is a man who truly loves the Air Force and
genuinely cares for the well-being of his people.
ME5 Bernard Cai
OC NHF, 806 SQN
Former SA to CAF

“

A Sincere lad, a Fighter pilot, a Caring commander.
Lucid to all, Leader of all.
Loving husband to Michelle, Affectionate father to both daughters.
May God’s Grace, Presence and Promises be with you always,
As you soar your wings like eagles, purposeful yet carefree.
Ms Liew Lily (far right)
HD HRMC, ACC HQ

”

”
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25 Mar 13 was the ﬁnale to MG Ng’s stint of three years and
four months as CAF. In honour of the occasion, a Change-ofCommand parade was held at Tengah Air Base where MG
Ng handed the command of the RSAF to BG Hoo Cher Mou.
The parade was witnessed by then-CDF, LG Neo Kian Hong,
and about 760 guests which included senior SAF ofﬁcers
and foreign ofﬁcials.
In his farewell speech, MG Ng spoke about his experiences in
the RSAF, especially during his time as CAF. He then thanked
his family, the leadership in MINDEF and from across the
SAF, his past and present Chiefs-of-Staff, members of FCC
and AFCCC, as well as his brothers-in-arms from the Army,
Navy, and Joint Staff.

▲ LG Neo presenting the Successful Command Plaque to MG Ng

MG Ng also expressed his gratitude towards the RSAF’s
airmen for their dedication, hard work and sacriﬁces. He
concluded his speech with a proverb once used by the
composer of our national anthem, Mr Zubir Said, “You should
hold up the sky of the land where you live.”
In a voice heavy with emotion, MG Ng continued, “For 45
years now, that has been all that our Air Force has strived
and worked so hard for... Hold up the sky and always, always,
keep the Air Force above all.”
On 27 Mar 13, MG Ng took over the appointment of CDF from
LG Neo.
Air Force News congratulates MG Ng and wishes him the
very best in his new appointment as CDF.

▲ Minister for Defence, Dr Ng Eng Hen, presenting the CDF
Letter of Appointment to MG Ng
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Our New Chief:
BG Hoo Cher Mou
BG Hoo joined the SAF in Dec 1984, and was awarded the SAF
Overseas Training Award (Academic) in 1985. He graduated
from the University of Cambridge with a Bachelor of Arts in
Biochemistry and a Masters in Arts (Biochemistry). In 1995,
he graduated from the Royal Australian Air Force Command
and Staff College where he was awarded the Sir Richard
Williams Prize for Oratorical Excellence. In 2000, under the
SAF Postgraduate Scholarship, he pursued a Masters in
Public Administration degree at Harvard University, USA,
where he graduated as a distinguished Littauer Fellow.

▲ LG Neo presenting the CAF Letter of Appointment to BG Hoo

BG Hoo has held a wide range of senior command and staff
appointments in the Air Force and Joint Staff. He has held the
appointments of CO 203 SQN, Dy Head Joint Operations,
Head Air Plans, COMD Air Systems Brigade, Head Air
Training, COMD Air Defence and Operations Command,
COS-AS, and Chief of Staff-Joint Staff.
For his contributions to the SAF, BG Hoo was awarded the
Public Administration Medal - Bronze (Military) in 2005.
Air Force News welcomes BG Hoo into his new appointment
as the Chief of AIr Force.
▲ A guest congratulating BG Hoo on his new appointment
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Serving Our Community: RSAF Cares

▲ PLAB volunteers at the MINDS family day

▲ PLAB volunteers playing games with a
student during the Children’s Day celebration

In the last quarter of 2012, volunteers from
Paya Lebar Air Base (PLAB) organised three
separate events for their adopted home under
the Movement for the Intellectually Disabled of
Singapore (MINDS) as part of the RSAF’s Community
Outreach Programme.
On 22 Sep 12, MINDS celebrated its 50th Anniversary
with a family day at the Singapore Zoological
Gardens. Volunteers from PLAB arrived early to help
set-up of the event and stayed back late to manage the
post-event logistics. They whole-heartedly ensured
the smooth running of the event throughout the day,
and in so doing, warmed the hearts of the MINDS
students and their families.
For Children’s Day, MINDS-Towner Garden School
(MINDS-TGS) held its celebration on 4 Oct 12 with the
assistance of volunteers from PLAB. The volunteers
prepared goodie bags which were distributed to all
the children of MINDS-TGS. Two gift hampers were
also presented to the school’s representatives by

▲ PC volunteers servin
from MINDS IDEA E

COL Foo Yang Ge, COMD PLAB, and ME6 Hong Shyh
Yun, COMD 7 Air Engineering and Logistics Group.
The MINDS-TGS School Maintenance Day, a biannual
event, was held on 20 Dec 12. During the event,
volunteers from various units in PLAB helped the
school with the maintenance of their school premises.
This involved the cleaning of areas such as the
school halls, canteen, classrooms and walkways.
After the event, the volunteers unanimously
commented that they were glad to have been of
service and that they would love to contribute further
in other ways possible.
From Jan to Feb 13, volunteers from Participation
Command (PC), Sembawang Air Base (SBAB), PLAB,
Air Engineering Training Institute (AETI) and Air
Surveillance and Control Group (ASCG) organised
Chinese New Year celebrations for their respective
beneﬁciaries. They sought to serve the community
and put a smile on the faces of the residents of their
adopted homes.

▼ SBAB volunteers putting up a performance for residents of the Sree Narayana Home for the Aged Sick
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ng food to the trainees
Employment Centre

▲ PLAB volunteers celebrating Chinese New Year
with students and staff from MINDS-TGS

PC held a celebration on 22 Jan 13 for its adopted
home, the MINDS IDEA Employment Development
Centre. Volunteers from PC ﬁrst assisted the home
in its spring cleaning by moving unwanted furniture
and other bulky items to designated disposal points.
Following that, they proceeded to serve lunch and
festive treats to the trainees before putting up
performances in balloon sculpting and Lion Dance to
usher in a prosperous new year.
At SBAB’s Chinese New Year celebration on 7 Feb 13,
SBAB volunteers, together with some volunteers from
PC, took care of 15 residents from its adopted home,
the Sree Narayana Mission Home of the Aged Sick.
The volunteers put up a Lion Dance performance
for the residents. Ms Bernadette, co-ordinator of
the adopted home, said that the residents were very
appreciative of the volunteers’ efforts and had greatly
enjoyed their interactions with the volunteers.
On 8 Feb 13, PLAB volunteers brought goodies,
oranges, and packed a total of 232 gift bags for the
MINDS-TGS students during the air base’s Chinese
New Year celebration. The volunteers also put up

▲ A commemorative photo of volunteers from ASCG during the celebration

▲ Volunteers from AETI with the residents of Singapore
Chehire Home

dragon dance performances and folded paper ﬁshes
for the students and staff to wish them a joyous
year ahead. MINDS-TGS’s vice principal, Ms Loke,
expressed her gratitude, “Thank you for your support
once again. We look forward to your help in the coming
year and your support especially as we prepare for
the upcoming 8th Special Olympics Games.”
AETI organised a celebration on 14 Feb 13 for
the residents of the Singapore Cheshire Home.
The residents were treated to performances by
participants of the 6th Military Domain Expert Course
(Air Force Engineer), as well as the Bishan Lion Dance
Troupe. To mark the end of the event, ME6 Chung
Swee Hiang, COMD AETI, presented a collage board
consisting of photographs taken from that event to the
manager of the home, Ms Florence Chow.
ASCG also organised a celebration for its adopted
home, the Delta Senior School from the Association
for Persons with Special Needs, on 21 Feb 13.
Volunteers served a simple lunch and organised
activities to interact with the students and enhance
their understanding of Chinese New Year traditions.
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Our Valued Partners

JASDF Chief of Staff’s Introductory Visit to Singapore
Chief of Staff of the Japan Air Self-Defense Force
(JASDF), GEN Haruhiko Kataoka, conducted his
introductory visit to Singapore from 27 to 29 Jan 13.
During his visit, GEN Kataoka called on Minister for
Defence, Dr Ng Eng Hen; then-CDF, LG Neo Kian Hong;
and then-CAF, MG Ng Chee Meng.
As part of his introductory visit, GEN Kataoka
visited 149 SQN, where he was hosted by COMD
Air Combat Command (ACC), COL Lim Tuang Liang.
While at 149 SQN, GEN Kataoka was briefed on
the RSAF’s organisational structure and operations.
He also learnt more about the SQN’s daily training, as
well as the F-15SG’s capabilities.

MG Ng with GEN Kataoka

Chief of Staff of the TNI AU’s Introductory Visit to Singapore
The Chief of Staff of the Indonesian Air Force (TNI AU), Siong; and COMD Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Command,
Air Chief Marshal (ACM) Ida Bagus Putu Dunia, COL Tommy Tan, during a TNI AU Honorary Wings
conducted an introductory visit to Singapore from 4 to 6 Investiture held at MINDEF.
Mar 13. During his visit, ACM Putu called on Minister for
Defence, Dr Ng Eng Hen, and then-CAF, MG Ng Chee
Meng, on 5 Mar 13.
On the same day, ACM Putu also visited 126 SQN,
where he went for a familiarisation flight on board
the RSAF’s Super Puma helicopter. He also visited
145 SQN and viewed a static display of the RSAF’s
F-16D Blk52+ fighter aircraft.
Prior to his visits to 126 SQN and 145 SQN, ACM Putu
conferred the TNI AU Honorary Wings on COMD Air
Defence and Operations Command, COL Mervyn Tan;
COMD Air Force Training Command, COL Lim Kok

MG Ng presenting a commemorative plaque to ACM Putu

Myanmar Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Visits Singapore
Myanmar Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services,
Vice-Senior General (VSG) Min Aung Hlaing, conducted
his introductory visit to Singapore from 13 to 16 Jan
13. During his time in Singapore, VSG Min was hosted
by then-CAF, MG Ng Chee Meng, during his visit to Air
Force Training Command (AFTC).
In a briefing conducted by COMD AFTC, COL Lim
Kok Siong, VSG Min was introduced to the RSAF’s
advanced training pedagogies and other efforts made
in its journey towards becoming a 3rd Generation
Air Force. As part of the visit, VSG Min also viewed a
demonstration of the Virtual Hangar Trainer, as well as
the Radar and Tower Simulator.

LTC Muralidharan briefing VSG Min during a simulator demonstration

Our Valued Partners

COMD USTRANSCOM Calls on then-CAF
On 23 Jan 13, Commander of the United States
Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM), GEN
William M. Fraser III, called on then-CAF, MG Ng Chee
Meng, and then-Chief of Staff – Joint Staff (COS-JS), BG
Hoo Cher Mou.

MG Ng presenting GEN Fraser with a commemorative plaque

Italian Defence Attaché’s Call on
then-CAF
The Italian Defence Attaché, CAPT Maurizio Bonora,
called on then-CAF, MG Ng Chee Meng, on 6 Feb 13.

MG Ng with CAPT Bonora during the call

PACAF Visits Singapore
A delegation from the Pacific Air Forces (PACAF),
led by Director of Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance, COL Lisa Ann H. Onaga, visited
Singapore from 20 to 22 Feb. During the visit, COL
Onaga called on COS-AS, BG Lim Yeong Kiat.
During their stay, the delegation also visited the
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Command where
they were briefed on the capabilities of the RSAF’s
newly acquired Heron 1 UAV. The delegation also had
the opportunity to try the UAV simulators.

COL Onaga presenting BG Lim with a token of appreciation

RSAF – TNI AU SOEP
From 27 to 28 Feb 13, a delegation from TNI AU, led by
Air Vice Marshal (AVM) Ismono Wijayanto, visited
Singapore as part of the Senior Officers’ Exchange
Programme (SOEP) between the RSAF and TNI AU.
During their visit to MINDEF on 27 Feb 13, AVM
Ismono called on COS-AS, BG Lim Yeong Kiat.
Following that, on 28 Feb 13, the delegation attended
a professional exchange hosted by Head Air Plans,
COL Kelvin Khong. After the session, the TNI AU
delegation toured the Flight Simulation Centre
to gain a better understanding of its usage in the
RSAF’s training and operations.

BG Lim presenting a memento to AVM Ismono
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Our Valued Partners

RSAF-RBAirF Warrant Officers’ Exchange Programme
From 17 to 21 Dec 12, a delegation led by Air Force
Command Chief, ME5 Koh Yong Meng, visited the
Royal Brunei Air Force (RBAirF) as part of the RSAFRBAirF Warrant Officers’ Exchange Programme.
During their stay, the delegation visited several air bases
and witnessed how the RBAirF conducts its training.
The delegation was also given a tour of the facilities in
those air bases.
This annual exchange programme is testament to the
close bilateral relations between the RSAF and the
RBAirF. It also serves to foster stronger camaraderie
amongst the participating personnel.

ME5 Koh presenting a plaque to Commander of the RBAirF, COL (U) Haji Wardi
Bin Haji Abdul Latif

RSAF’s Participation in the Australian International Airshow
At the invitation of the Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF), the RSAF deployed two PC-21 trainer aircraft
from Pearce Detachment and two Super Puma
helicopters from Oakey Detachment to participate
in the Australian International Airshow (AIA) held in
Avalon, Australia, from 26 Feb 13 to 3 Mar 13. This
marked the third time that the RSAF has participated
in the AIA.
The AIA was attended by almost 200,000 people
from various foreign militaries, industry personnel
and the general public. Then-CAF, MG Ng Chee Meng,
and Head Air Training, COL Anil Sankar, also visited
the AIA to thank the RSAF airmen for their efforts.

Pearce Detachment personnel taking a picture with the award they clinched at
the AIA 13

At the air show, the static displays of the RSAF’s
PC-21 trainer aircraft and Super Puma helicopters
were very well received by the public. On top of
that, Pearce Detachment also clinched the Military
Concours D’Elegance (Competition of Elegance)
award for the ‘Best Trainer/Multi-role Aircraft’.
The RSAF’s involvement in the event highlights
the close and long-standing bilateral defence ties
between the RSAF and the RAAF. The friendship
and cooperation between both air forces are
strengthened

through

regular

exercises

professional exchanges.

RSAF personnel handing out souvenirs to members of the public

and
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SMS Visits ADOC
On 9 Jan 13, Senior Minister of State for Defence,
Mr Chan Chun Sing, visited Air Defence and
Operations Command (ADOC). As part of the visit,
he was briefed on the operational developments in
ADOC and its round-the-clock air defence capabilities.
Accompanied by COMD ADOC, COL Mervyn Tan,
and other senior SAF officers, Mr Chan also visited
an operational I-HAWK system deployment site. He
also viewed the Surface-to-air PYthon-5 and DERby
(SPYDER) system – one of the RSAF’s most recent
Ground-Based Air Defence acquisitions.
Afterwards, Mr Chan interacted with servicemen
from ADOC and expressed his appreciation towards
their efforts in keeping Singapore’s skies safe.

ACCORD Visits ACC

Mr Chan being shown the Fire Control Post of the I-HAWK system

Members of the Advisory Council on Community
Relations in Defence (ACCORD) visited Air Combat
Command (ACC) at Paya Lebar Air Base on 15 Feb
13. Senior Minister of State for Defence, Mr Chan
Chun Sing, and Senior Parliamentary Secretary for
Defence, Dr Mohamad Maliki Bin Osman, were also
present.
There, ACCORD members were briefed on how the
Command conducts its operations as well as the
developments undertaken to keep its personnel and
equipment operationally ready.
After the visit, Mr Adrian Rennie Pereira, an ACCORD
member, shared, “Having seen the capabilities of the
RSAF, I’m assured that Singapore is in safe hands.”

Mr Chan speaking to ACC personnel during the visit

MG Ng’s Final Dialogue Sessions as CAF
In the first quarter of 2013, then-CAF, MG Ng Chee
Meng, chaired two separate dialogue sessions
with Officers and Warrant Officers holding senior
leadership appointments in the RSAF.
Held on 28 Feb 13 at the Air Force Museum, the
first dialogue session was attended by Group
COMDs, unit COs, and Group Command Chiefs.
The second dialogue session was held on 8 Mar 13
at Air Defence and Operations Command’s Hilltop
Mess and it was attended by the RSAF’s Formation
Commanders’ Conference members, as well as
Command Chiefs.

MG Ng addressing the unit COs and Group Command Chiefs during the first
dialogue session

Both dialogue sessions allowed MG Ng to garner
invaluable feedback from the senior leaders.
They were also the last sessions chaired by MG Ng in
his official capacity as CAF.
MG Ng interacting with senior leaders during the second session
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Thanking Our Service Personnel for Their Contributions
The 17th RSAF Farewell Dinner was held on 7 Mar
13 at Temasek Club. Attended by Guest-of-Honour,
then-CAF, MG Ng Chee Meng, the event paid tribute to
retirees who served in the RSAF for more than 15 years.
After viewing a video montage which captured some
memorable moments during the retirees’ tenures of
service, MG Ng presented them with mementos in
recognition of their invaluable contributions.
In his speech, MG Ng commended the retirees
for their professionalism and dedication to duty
through the years. He also wished them the best in
their future endeavours.

MG Ng proposing a toast during the dinner

ME3 (RET) Ethan Han, one of the attendees at the
dinner, shared his thoughts after having served in the
air force for 38 years, “The experience I gained while
serving in the RSAF will help me remain steadfast and
confident when I face challenges.”
With a smile, he added, “I will cherish the memories of
all the good times I had in the RSAF and remember the
camaraderie forged with my fellow servicemen.”

ME3 (RET) Han and his wife and then-CAF (D), BG Hoo Cher Mou

Recognising Our NSmen: SAF Appreciation Dinner
On 31 Jan 13, 142 Operationally Ready National
Servicemen (NSmen) from all three Services attended
the SAF Appreciation Dinner for NS Key Appointment
Holders (KAH), Reservists on Voluntary Extended
Reserve Scheme (ROVERS), and Volunteers.

BG Lim and other senior commanders from the RSAF with some of the NSmen

COS-AS, BG Lim Yeong Kiat, was at the event to
present tokens of appreciation to RSAF NSmen
and their wives for their continuous support and
dedication towards NS through the years. After the
presentation, BG Lim also interacted with the NSmen
to understand more about how they juggle their
careers and NS commitments.

HQ RSAF CARDINAL Learning Day
The HQ RSAF CARDINAL Learning Day was held on
31 Jan 13 at Air Force Training Command. In a
workshop entitled “Developing Winning Relationships”,
Ms Dilys Tran, the speaker during the event, shared
ways to maintain a positive attitude at all times, even in
challenging situations. COS-AS, BG Lim Yeong Kiat,
along with other senior RSAF officers, were in
attendance.
During her presentation, Ms Tran also elaborated
on various helpful techniques to bolster positive
relationships, and explained how these methods can
be applied to make a meaningful impact in the work
environment.

Ms Tran giving her presentation
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HAO’s SSSO Engagement Session
On 6 Mar 13, Head Air Operations (HAO), BG Neo Hong
Keat, conducted a Senior Specialist Staff Officer (SSSO)
Engagement Session at the Joint Services Officers’ Mess
for aircrew currently based in HQ RSAF.
During the dialogue session, BG Neo addressed ground
issues and noted the feedback of the participants. The
session served as an opportunity for BG Neo to interact
with them, as well as to address their queries and concerns.

BG Neo speaking during the engagement session

APGC 5th Anniversary
Air Power Generation Command (APGC) celebrated its
5th anniversary at the Singapore EXPO on 21 Feb 13.
In his opening address, COMD APGC, BG Sarbjit
Singh, thanked APGC personnel for their contributions
towards the Command’s achievements over the past year.

APGC personnel participating in one of the tele-match games

UC 6th Anniversary

COL Tan leading a song prior to the cake-cutting ceremony

ACC NSmen Cohesion

COL Lim with the overall champions for the activities

The event also saw the launch of APGC’s 5th anniversary
commemorative book. The book features the Command’s
achievements since its inauguration.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Command (UC)
celebrated its anniversary celebrations at The Chevrons
on 10 Jan 13. The event was themed “Starry Night” to
recognise every UC personnel as a star player in the
Command.
Following his welcome address in which he highlighted
the Command’s key achievements in the previous
year, COMD UC, COL Tommy Tan, presented tokens of
appreciation to a few individuals in recognition of their
outstanding performance and dedication in their work.
The Air Combat Command (ACC) Operationally Ready
National Servicemen (NSmen) Cohesion was held at
SAFRA Yishun on 8 Feb 13. The occasion served to provide
NSmen with updates on the latest developments in the
RSAF, as well as to foster stronger bonds between the
NSmen and active servicemen.
After an opening address by COMD ACC, COL Lim
Tuang Liang, the NSmen were briefed on the recent
developments in the RSAF. They then participated in
various activities where they interacted with each other as
well as senior ACC commanders.

ADOC Junior Leaders’ Forum
Themed “Engaging Our People - Many Stories, One Purpose”,
the second Air Defence and Operations Command (ADOC)
Junior Leaders’ Forum was held at HQ ADOC on 26 Feb 13.
During the forum, COMD ADOC, COL Mervyn Tan, addressed
the participants and emphasised that, even as junior leaders,
they each have a key role to play in their unit. He also
highlighted the forum’s key objective, which is to imbue in the
participants a stronger sense of belonging to the RSAF.

Junior leaders sharing their Air Force stories
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AWO (C3) Forum
The Air Warfare Officer (AWO) (C3) forum was held on
21 Mar 13 at Chong Pang Camp. Held annually, the
forum allows participants to review the progress of the
C3 community.
The event was chaired by SLTC Edmund Tan, COMD
Air Surveillance and Control Group, and graced by
COMD Air Defence and Operations Command, COL
Mervyn Tan. This year’s forum served to facilitate
dialogue between members of the C3 community in
order to develop better operating strategies. It also
provided an opportunity to update the C3 community on
key conceptual and structural developments.

Maha Bodhi School Visits AFTC

A member of the C3 community sharing her thoughts during the forum

On 22 Jan 13, a delegation of 26 teaching staff from
Maha Bodhi School led by the principal, Mdm Chew
Bee Lay, visited Air Force Training Command (AFTC).
The visit was part of engagement efforts between
the RSAF’s Air Warfare Training Institute (AWTI) and
Maha Bodhi School for an exchange of practices.
Hosted by LTC Vincent Yap, COMD AWTI, the staff
from Maha Bodhi School learnt about the training
curriculums used to facilitate trainees’ learning in
AWTI.

Officers from AWTI with the teaching staff from Maha Bodhi School

The school’s vice principal, Ms Teo Sook Lim, shared,
“It is heartening to see that student-centric, valuesdriven educational approaches are utilised in AWTI.”

Spreading the Total Defence Message to Singaporean Youths
In line with the commemoration of Total Defence Day on 15 Feb 13,
the RSAF conducted two SAF-Schools Partnership Programme
(SSPP) sessions - one at Republic Polytechnic (RP) for students
from schools in the vicinity and another at Paya Lebar Air Base
(PLAB) for students from Temasek Junior College (TJC).
At the event held at RP, airmen from Sembawang Air Base (SBAB),
Divisional Air Defence Group (DAG), and Air Defence Group (ADG)
represented the RSAF. Static displays showcasing the RSAF’s
fixed and rotary-wing weaponry, Aircraft Generation capabilities,
as well as Ground-Based Air Defence systems, were exhibited for
the visiting teachers and students.

An Air Force Engineer briefing students on the types of ammunition used by the RSAF’s Apache attack helicopters

Over at PLAB, personnel from PLAB and ADG co-hosted 360
teachers and students from TJC. They showcased static displays
of RSAF aircraft, the vehicles and machinery used by Air Power
Generation Command (APGC), as well as Force Protection
elements such as the Patrol Dogs.
These SSPP sessions provided the students with greater exposure
to RSAF operations and training to let them understand and
appreciate the integral role played by the air force in protecting
Singapore’s skies. It also served as a platform to highlight to them
that everyone has a part to play in the defence of our nation.

An F-15SG pilot briefing the students on the capabilities of the
fighter aircraft
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37 Newly Minted Officers Join the RSAF
On 12 Jan 13, 490 cadets from the SAF were
commissioned at SAFTI Military Institute. President
Tony Tan Keng Yam reviewed the commissioning
parade, of which 37 officer cadets were from the RSAF.
The
Sword-of-Honour
recipients
from
the
RSAF were OCT Gabriel Lim from the 11th AWO
(Ground-Based Air Defence) course and OCT Kwek
Wen Hao from the 11th AWO (C3) course.
For OCT Lim, being commissioned as an officer
signifies a new beginning in his service with the
RSAF. “I’m very excited about starting my journey
as part of a unit because that is where all my training
will be put to use. I hope to be a good leader who is able
to gain the respect of my peers and men,” he shared.

OCT Lim receiving the Sword-of-Honour from Dr Tan

Speaking at the parade, Dr Tan encouraged the newly
commissioned officers to always remember what
they have learnt from their time as officer cadets. “As
you depart from this parade ground today, do not forget
the training that you have received and the values that
have been instilled in you,” he said.

4th Senior Military Experts Appointment Ceremony
On 18 Jan 13, Senior Minister of State for Defence,
Mr Chan Chun Sing, officiated the fourth Senior
Military Experts (MEs) Appointment Ceremony held
at SAFTI Military Institute. Of the 31 servicemen who
received their ME4 rank, 13 were from the RSAF.
The RSAF’s Sword-of-Merit recipient, ME4 Tan Kok
Wei, shared some of his thoughts, “To me, learning is a
lifelong process and it does not stop here after
graduating from MDEC. In fact, this is a new beginning
for me and I must continue improving in my skills
and knowledge to be able to keep up with modern
technological developments.”
“The Sword-of-Merit is a recognition of my hard work
and I am very proud to have received it,” he continued,
“I will strive to guide my men towards accomplishing
the overall mission of the RSAF and the SAF.”

The ceremony marked the trainees’ completion of
the Military Domain Experts Course (MDEC). The
training conducted during the course will enable
the MEs to deepen their domain knowledge, hone
specialisation and critical thinking skills, and leadership
competencies.

ME4 Tan receiving the Sword-of-Merit from Mr Chan

4th Air Force Advanced Course
The 4th Air Force Advanced Course (AFAC) was
conducted from 7 Jan to 8 Feb 13 at the Air Force
Officers’ Advanced School (AFAS) in SAFTI MI. A total
of 27 Officers and senior Military Experts (MEs) from the
RSAF graduated from the course.
Then-CAF, MG Ng Chee Meng, attended the end-ofcourse graduation ceremony as the Guest-of-Honour.
The top graduate from the course was ME5 Dennis
Ang from 805 SQN. The distinguished graduates
from the course included CPT Christopher Eng from Air
Plans Department and CPT Edwin Han from 127 SQN.

A group photo of MG Ng and SLTC Daniel Siew, COMD AFAS, with the graduates
from 4th AFAC
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RCGC/RGDI 01/13
On 21 Mar 13, 58 graduates received their certificates,
vocational badges and ceremonial swords from COS-AS,
BG Lim Yeong Kiat, at the RSAF Combined Graduation
Ceremony (RCGC) held at the Air Force Museum.
BG Lim also presented awards to the Best Trainees
from each course.
OCT Desiree Tan from the 12th AWO (Radar) Course, the
only female graduate, shared on why she joined the
RSAF, “One of the values that the RSAF teaches is
team excellence and that’s what I like about the
RSAF - how the different Commands work together and
how we work towards the common goal of defending
Singapore.”

during the course was a valuable asset. He said, “The
more you work together, the better your team becomes.
You understand each and everyone’s strengths and
weaknesses. My course mates and I helped each other
to become stronger and better people.”
The ceremony concluded with the symbolic mixing
of the Air Force Spirits, led by COMD Air Force Training
Command, COL Lim Kok Siong. The graduates then
proceeded to the Paya Lebar Officers’ Mess for the
RSAF Graduation Dining-In (RGDI).

Best Trainee for the 12th AWO (Ground-Based Air
Defence) Course, OCT Cheong Tze Shenn, pointed out
some challenges he faced in his course, “I was assigned
many leadership positions and I had to make decisions
that would affect my peers and the people I was
leading. So, there were difficult situations but I
feel that they helped me to become a better commander.”
For OCT Bryan David, Best Trainee from the 6th AWO
(C3 - Aerodrome/PAR) Course, the team spirit fostered

BG Lim with the Best Trainees at the ceremony

IO Badge Presentation Ceremony
On 30 Jan 13, Head Air Intelligence, COL Leong Kum Wah, presented 17 newly
appointed Intelligence Officers (Air Intelligence) [(IOs)] with the IO Badges at the
Joint Services Officers’ Mess in Gombak Base. At the ceremony, COL Leong
also gave a speech to congratulate the new IOs and remind them of their new
responsibilities.

LTA Huang receiving his IO Badge

Acknowledging the significance of his new role as an IO in a broader context,
LTA Huang Jing Quan, from Air Intelligence Department, said, “There is a
Chinese saying which goes, ‘Know yourself and your adversaries well; it will lead
you to victory in every battle.’ With the vital information obtained and analysed
by IOs as well as other personnel working with intelligence, the SAF will be
able to gain an edge over hostile forces.”

RSAF Shooting Team Claims Top Spot

The RSAF shooting team with their awards

The 25th Inter-Formation Air Weapons Competition
was held at Yishun SAFRA from 9 to 11 Jan 13. A total of
10 formations from the SAF pitted their marksmanship
against one another. Despite fierce competition,
the team representing the RSAF won the coveted
Formation Challenge Trophy for the second year in
a row. Participants from the RSAF also came in first
and third in the Women’s Air Rifle, second in Women’s
Air Pistol, and second in the Men’s Air Rifle categories.
The team’s coach and manager, ME3 Ku Yun Fong, said,
“The shooters trained very hard for the competition
and some even set time to train on their own. We
intend to emerge victorious next year once more.”

Developing Our People
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Flying our Flag High Overseas: LTC Lau Boon Ping & LTC Jason Ang
armed forces, the course also taught us other things
from military leadership to interpersonal skills.
It was important for me to be clear in my thoughts
and then articulate them to help others understand
the points I am conveying,” he elaborated. “This
course has enriched me greatly in terms of personal
development. With all that I have learnt, I can be a
more efficient and effective leader in the RSAF.”

LTC Lau with his international course mates

“I learnt to build rapport effectively with people from
different cultures. As an officer in the RSAF, an air
force which has a presence in many parts of the
world, this is a very important skill to hone.”
This quote from LTC Lau Boon Ping, CO 126 SQN,
summed up the key takeaway from his academic
stint in the United States (US) Air Command and
Staff College (ACSC) between Aug 11 and Jun 12.
Amongst 513 course members from across the globe,
LTC Lau graduated as a Distinguished Graduate
and also clinched the Commandant’s Academic
Award, which is given to the top student, in terms of
academic performance, from the course.
On the many learning opportunities which he
had during the course, LTC Lau said, “From our
exchanges with other international course members,
we shared and learnt more about each other’s
military cultures, strategic perspectives, and
training doctrines.”

Through our journey towards becoming a 3rd
Generation Air Force, the RSAF has always believed
in grooming its airmen and women into World
Class People. Selected personnel are sent on
overseas academic stints to learn and draw on the
professional knowledge of other countries’ militaries.
Imparting some words of advice for aspiring
RSAF personnel who may wish to attend a course
overseas, LTC Ang shared, “It is necessary to keep
an open mind to what is being taught because those
pieces of information are from fresh perspectives
and they might be new to us. At the same time, it is
important to think through all the issues which are
being brought up in the courses and to apply them
within the context of your job scopes in the SAF. It
is also useful to look up other sources for a more
balanced perspective of those issues and for
supplementary knowledge.”
LTC Lau added, “Be receptive and challenge
yourself by pushing your limits. This will allow you to
constantly improve and contribute positively to the
RSAF.”

Also doing the RSAF proud was LTC Jason Ang,
from Integrated Systems Development Group in
Air Combat Command, who graduated from the
US ACSC at the same time as LTC Lau. For his
sterling performance during the course, he also
graduated as a Distinguished Graduate.
After completing the course, LTC Ang feels that he
has developed as an Officer in the RSAF. “Apart from
broadening our knowledge as professionals in the

LTC (then-MAJ) Ang with his international course mates
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CHARTING NEW FRONTIERS

I am ME3 Lee Kum Yew, an Air Imagery Intelligence Expert (AIRIX)
in Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Command. I joined the RSAF
in 1996 as a UAV Systems Specialist (UAVSS), and recently took
on new roles as an AIRIX and Command Chief of 128 SQN. Over
the course of my 17 years in the RSAF, I had many opportunities
to participate in local and overseas courses, exercises, and
operations where I can put my training to good use.
This is where my story begins....
When I was serving National Service, I had no idea what I wanted as a career. It was only
after accompanying a friend to a RSAF career fair that I realised the importance of the
RSAF’s operations to the defence of Singapore, and how much I wanted to be a part of that. I
eventually signed on as a UAVSS as I was greatly drawn to both the chance to operate such
a sophisticated system, as well as the opportunities to be deployed overseas.
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In my years of service, the RSAF has provided me with
multiple opportunities to develop my character and skills
as an airman. The most notable example was in 2009,
when I was nominated to attend the Australian Flight
Sergeant Course in Wagga Wagga, a city in New South
Wales, Australia.

▲ ME3 Lee being presented the NATO medal by the Commander of
Combined Team-Uruzgan

While local and overseas training has been enriching, a
part of me had always yearned to be part of a deployment
in an operational environment as that will put my
training to a stern test. The opportunity came in 2010
after I volunteered to participate in the multinational
reconstruction efforts in Afghanistan as a UAVSS in a
UAV Task Group. Unfortunately, I had to pass up on this
opportunity due to personal commitments.
Just when I thought such a rare opportunity would not
present itself once more, I was called up to take part in an
Afghanistan-based UAV Task Group again in 2012. This
time, I was appointed as an Imagery Analyst in the Imagery
Analysis Team (IAT). It was an opportunity which I promptly
seized.
Following four months of rigorous training involving
soldiering and mission speciﬁc imagery skills, I was
deployed to Afghanistan alongside ﬁve other IAT members
for ﬁve months. It is truly fulﬁlling to have achieved mission
success, and I am proud of our contributions to the coalition
efforts in re-building Afghanistan.

▲ ME3 Lee conducting a pre-mission planning session

I am honoured to be a part of the AIRIX community.
Despite being a new vocation that was ofﬁciated just three
months before I was deployed to Afghanistan, we now
have a proven track record through our mission success.
The commendations we received from our coalition
commanders for the high quality of work and detailed
analysis is an added testament to our professionalism.
The wealth of operational experience and newly forged
friendships with my team and coalition partners are the
greatest takeaways in my deployment. I am extremely
proud to have served my country through the efforts in
Afghanistan.

▲ ME3 Lee participating in a Christmas charity run during his
deployment
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Dedicated Servicemen in Action: MAJ (NS) Ng Kiat Yong and 3SG Sonic Lim
Song Jing
MAJ (NS) Ng also shared some of his thoughts on
having participated in the exercise, “Although I had
to put my work and family aside for a while to fulfil
my commitments to the RSAF, it was all worth it. For
me, the most valuable takeaway was that I improved
in areas like critical and analytical thinking, as well
as in making efficient decisions when unexpected
problems arise. I am very proud to have had the
opportunity to participate in the exercise.”

MAJ (then-CPT) (NS) Ng Kiat Yong showing the facilities of his SQN to then-CAF,
MG Ng Chee Meng, and senior RSAF officers

In the first quarter of 2013, three Command-level
exercises were conducted across the RSAF to hone
servicemen’s skills and competencies. In these
exercises, MAJ (NS) Ng Kiat Yong and 3SG Sonic
Lim were two servicemen who stood out as they
had demonstrated exemplary dedication in their
respective fields.
As Dy CO 708 SQN, MAJ (NS) Ng has participated in
numerous RSAF exercises before, but this was the
first time he was involved in the exercise organised
by Air Power Generation Command (APGC).
Leading up to the exercise, MAJ (NS) Ng was in
charge of calling up Operationally Ready National
Servicemen (NSmen) from his unit and planning their
training schedules to prepare them for the exercise.
As a keen leader, MAJ (NS) Ng sought to lead by
example by being a positive role model for the men
under his charge. In his efforts to accomplish his
duties during the exercise, MAJ (NS) Ng sacrificed
time with his family and from his work as a sales
manager to plan and coordinate realistic training
programmes for his men. On top of that, he also
had to ensure that safety guidelines were being
followed throughout the exercise.
Although he faced challenges along the way, he was
able to overcome them with the help of his peers
and superiors. “With guidance from my CO and
other officers in the SQN, as well as the confidence
my men had in me, I was especially motivated to do
my utmost for my unit. Due to the excellent teamwork
amongst personnel within our unit, there was no
problem that we could not solve,” MAJ (NS) Ng said.

Another serviceman who performed well during a
Command-level exercise was 3SG Sonic Lim from
149 SQN. He was part of the first batch of Full-Time
National Servicemen (NSF) to qualify as Flight Line
Crew (FLC) for the F-15SG fighter aircraft. In view
of the determination and zeal he displayed in his
daily work, he was chosen by his unit to participate
in the Air Combat Command (ACC) exercise held at
Tengah Air Base.
During the exercise, 3SG Lim worked hard to
perform important tasks such as the End-of-Runway
checks, which were crucial to the safe launch of
a fighter aircraft. He was also part of a team that
conducted maintenance on the F-15SG fighter
aircraft during the exercise.
“We ensured that the fuel, hydraulic and oil levels
were sufficient in accordance to our technical orders.
We also had to pay special attention to ForeignObject-Debris which can cause damage to the
aircraft if ingested by the engine,” shared 3SG
Lim on his job scope. “Other hazardous problems,
such as general structural damage and the wearing
out of tyres were also on our checklist when we
inspected the aircraft.”
As a newly-qualified FLC, there were many tasks
during the exercise which 3SG Lim had to adapt
to and pick up quickly along the way. Fortunately,
his peers and superiors were always there to
support him.
One person who particularly stood out to him was
ME3 Saravanan, his FLC chief. 3SG Lim shared,
“I am very thankful towards him for his concern and
thoughtfulness. He was very patient with me and
always sought to ensure that I was coping well with
the high tempo. The encouragement he gave me was
invaluable and inspired me throughout the exercise.”
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“Seeing my peers and superiors working wholeheartedly past office hours and even on weekends
have instilled in me a strong sense of pride in my unit,
and a high level of confidence in the RSAF’s ability to
defend Singapore when required,” he continued.
3SG Lim had these words of advice for people keen
to represent their units, “If you want to represent
your unit and participate in exercises, voice it to
your commanders and volunteer yourself. It does
not matter if you are an active serviceman, NSman
or NSF. Also, ensure that you are proficient in
your work so that your commanders will have
confidence in you. Just do your best consistently in
your daily work. That is very important.”

3SG Lim performing checks on an F-15SG aircraft before a flight

Changes in Appointments (Feb 2013 – Apr 2013)
CDF
Date: 27 Mar 13
Incoming: MG Ng Chee Meng
Outgoing: LG Neo Kian Hong

Senior Principal Weapons Engineer, AELD
Date: 25 Feb 13
Incoming: ME6 Tan Yong Hoe
Outgoing: Mr Tang Boon Pin

CAF
Date: 25 Mar 13
Incoming: BG Hoo Cher Mou
Outgoing: MG Ng Chee Meng

CO 206 SQN
Date: 15 Feb 13
Incoming: MAJ Kong Wei Foong
Outgoing: LTC Horson Cheong

COMD TASG
Date: 08 Apr 13
Incoming: SLTC Yap Kwee Chye
Outgoing: COL Tan Chin Kwang

CO 122 SQN
Date: 15 Feb 13
Incoming: MAJ Wong Hong Kai
Outgoing: LTC Goh Chong Bee

COMD DAG
Date: 02 Apr 13
Incoming: LTC Tan Boon Kiat Joseph
Outgoing: COL Ng Kian Huat

CC 150 SQN
Date: 31 Mar 13
Incoming: ME3 Wong Yew Tuck
Outgoing: ME3 Wong Wei Hiong

CO TACP SQN
Date: 12 Mar 13
Incoming: LTC Ong Tiong Boon
Outgoing: SLTC Yap Kwee Chye

CC GBAD AWTI-FTI
Date: 27 Feb 13
Incoming: 2WO Aw Choon Beng
Outgoing: 2WO Tan Siow Nam

CO 508 SQN
Date: 7 Feb 13
Incoming: ME6 Aaron Tan Thoo Liang
Outgoing: ME5 Teo Wee Boon
Contributed by: Air Manpower Department

